CASE STUDY
Varanasi Smart City, Uttar Pradesh, India

ORGANISATION NAME

VARANASI SMART CITY

COUNTRY

UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA

SOLUTION

SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS AND
NETWORKING SOLUTIONS

PRODUCTS

BULLET CAMERAS, PTZ CAMERAS,
ANPR CAMERAS WITH HEALTH
MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE (HMS)

SOURCING
A PARTNER

Our partner, EFKON India, has been diligent towards the project, which helped us eﬀortlessly supply the
solutions. They are a 100% subsidiary of STRABAG, an Austrian construction company that rose to global
fame and recognition. For 20 years, the company has marked its name for inspiring projects, including
FASTag toll management, Smart City projects and the like.

CLIENT
INFORMATION

The National Smart City Mission is the ﬂagship project of Government of India that aims for retroﬁtting
and renewing the urban spaces by developing smart cities in the country. This Indian project had selected
100 notable cities. By turning into a cornerstone of people's experiences, the project will be impacting
their everyday lives tremendously by creating innovative outcomes and technology. A total of 509.6 $
million is the estimated cost of the Varanasi smart city project. The ﬂagship project echelons high as it is
also the parliamentary constituency of the Indian Prime Minister. Norden held enormous responsibilities
on its shoulders as the duties of surveillance of a pivotal city like Varanasi lies on them.

PROJECT & CHALLENGES
The devout city of Varanasi, also known as
Banaras, has epicenter of Hindu and Jain
mythology. Being one of the oldest living cities
globally, Varanasi oﬀers banks of river Ganges,
muslin silk and fabrics, historical folds and an
ocean of religious people around. The Nagar
Nigam or the Municipal Council of the city is all
set for participating in the second round of the
Smart City Project under the Ministry of Urban
Development, Government of India. The citizencentric project aims to turn this 'city of light' into
one of the best smart city destinations in the
countr y. The 'vision workshops' in the
municipality have helped ﬁgure out targets that
would make the city stand neck and neck among
the world's smart cities. It is clearly Norden's
immense accomplishment to be a part of an
inﬂuential project that ensures makeover a vital
city.
The Challenge
A monumental project like the Smart City had
attracted multiple organisations across the
countries. Being a government-funded plan, the
expectations and needs were top class for
aspirations of the state, and its people had to be
fulﬁlled. Showcasing our solutions whilst
keeping all the indispensable factors in mind
called for challenges as the competition had
skyrocketed.

Norden's years of experience and expertise
helped in gaining the trust of our client. Our
meticulously engineered surveillance solutions
had the promising features the project was
looking forward to installing. Norden was
sequentially able to exhibit the capabilities
containing years of hard work and dedication
for an acknowledged project like the Varanasi
Smart City.

SOLUTION OF
DESIGN & INSTALLATION
Norden has been very consistent in providing
our solutions aptly without failing on time. Our
client's requirements were discreetly observed
and fulﬁlled whilst matching their expectations.
Norden was successfully able to supply
surveillance security solutions that included
two thousand three hundred and thirteen Bullet
Cameras (including FR & ANPR), Forty-four PTZ
Cameras, Joysticks, and more than 500KM OFC
with accessories.

The Bullet Cameras installed by Norden
provided natural colour, ideally two times lower
light (lux) than the required speciﬁcations. To
rephrase it, the bullet cameras easily capture
the objects clearly, even with the natural colour
of the time. The Facial Recognition Cameras by
Norden also can monitor with the provided
natural light and colour. The cameras would
eﬀortlessly capture images six times lower light
(lux) than the client's need. Our PTZ cameras,
which support 33X optical zoom, allow the user
to zoom more and eﬃciently capture the
needful. The vehicle numbers could easily be
monitored by the ANPR cameras installed by our
team. Its 2592x1520 resolution supported
high-resolution video images as well.
The Network Optical Fiber Cabling Solutions
provided by Norden, made sure that the
connectivity of the cameras installed were
seamless and top notch.

For good measure, a well-developed Health
Management Soware (HMS) was also provided
to facilitate and make cameras work eﬀortlessly.
The soware keeps a stringent check and
balance over the functioning of the cameras
installed. If the soware notes any defect or
dysfunction, it immediately alerts the system.
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